Combinatorial Strategies for Synthesis and Characterization of Alloy Microstructures over Large Compositional Ranges
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ABSTRACT: The exploration of new alloys with desirable properties has been a long-standing challenge in materials science because of the complex relationship between composition and microstructure. In this Research Article, we demonstrate a combinatorial strategy for the exploration of composition dependence of microstructure. This strategy is comprised of alloy library synthesis followed by high-throughput microstructure characterization. As an example, we synthesized a ternary Au–Cu–Si composition library containing over 1000 individual alloys using combinatorial sputtering. We subsequently melted and resolidified the entire library at controlled cooling rates. We used scanning optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction mapping to explore trends in phase formation and microstructural length scale with composition across the library. The integration of combinatorial synthesis with parallelizable analysis methods provides an efficient method for examining vast compositional ranges. The availability of microstructures from this vast composition space not only facilitates design of new alloys by controlling effects of composition on phase selection, phase sequence, length scale, and overall morphology, but also will be instrumental in understanding the complex process of microstructure formation in alloys.
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INTRODUCTION

Metallic alloys are one of the essential classes of materials that have played vital role in human existence from ancient times to modern society. They can be found in various applications ranging from our daily life to high technology, including automobiles, aircraft, packaging, electronics, biomaterials, manufacturing, and defense applications. The factors that define the properties of alloys can be classified into two categories: chemical composition and microstructure. Consequently, a knowledge and understanding of microstructure are essential to metal alloy design. Despite a growing of theoretical understanding of crystallization and microstructure evolution, today’s knowledge is limited to specific aspects of alloy microstructure. For example, continuum models have been powerful in explaining and predicting aspects of microstructural features, such as nucleation, dendritic, and eutectic growth and grain size and boundaries. Predictions of microstructures from first-principles or from a priori known properties has proven daunting, particularly when they involve multiple phases and span multiple length scales. Such predictions would require a theoretical model to account for physical behaviors over the entire range of microstructure length scales spanning angstroms to ~100 μm. This would require simulation system sizes of ~10^21 atoms, vastly larger than today’s state-of-the-art ab initio computations, which are typically limited to about 100 atoms.

The key features of an alloy microstructure include the number and distribution of phases present in the alloy, the volume fraction of each phase, their morphology, and their crystal size. A deep understanding of how these features develop during alloy fabrication is essential for the predictability of microstructures and, ultimately, design of alloys with desirable material properties. An alloy’s microstructure depends on both intrinsic and extrinsic factors. The intrinsic contributions are mainly governed by the chemical composition. Thus, equilibrium phases, diffusion coefficients of the elements within the material, and possible composition gradients all contribute to the final phase morphology and distribution. Extrinsic influences include processing conditions, impurities in the material, and interfacial features which can affect solidification of a melt by providing heterogeneous nucleation sites. The cooling rate used to solidify an alloy from a melted state is among the most important extrinsic factors. By facilitating or hindering the alloy from achieving...
its thermodynamic equilibrium state, the cooling rate determines how much an alloy deviates from this equilibrium.

Experimental approaches have yielded many useful alloys through trial-and-error approaches. However, such approaches are both time- and labor-intensive and hence are not well-suited for exploring the vast compositional space available. For example, conventional microstructure characterization involves alloying of a single bulk sample, followed by cutting, polishing, and subsequent imaging of the microstructure. Exploration of the effects of processing conditions requires further multiplication of these efforts. Furthermore, alloy microstructures are often sensitive to compositional differences on the order of one atomic percent. Considering the vast number of potential alloys that practical elements of the periodic table provide, and the time required to characterize even a single microstructure via conventional bulk characterization methods, this methodology has only been able to characterize a minute fraction of all possible alloys.

Combinatorial strategies enable parallelized fabrication and characterization of many alloys simultaneously. The use of combinatorial methods has proven powerful in exploring large compositional ranges for shape memory alloys, metallic glasses, and for optimizing specific properties such as structure, color, and electronic properties. These successes, which combine combinatorial synthesis, high-throughput characterization, automated imaging, and digital image processing, suggest that combinatorial approaches might be very well-suited for alloy microstructure characterization.

Although a combinatorial approach has been used for the study of microstructure in previous literature, the number of alloys that could be investigated simultaneously was limited. In this paper, we demonstrate a combinatorial approach applied to an example library of over 1000 individual Au–Cu–Si alloys, a known glass-forming metal alloy system. We fabricate the thin-film alloy library using magnetron cosputtering through a photolithographic mask, Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental strategy to rapidly fabricate and image large numbers of alloys by combinatorial library fabrication and microstructure mapping. (a) The compositional library is synthesized through DC magnetron cosputtering through a system equipped with three 50 mm-diameter targets arranged in a tetrahedral orientation to produce the desired compositional gradients. (b) Au–Cu–Si Compositional library of ~1000 alloys: After removal of a thin photoresist sputtering mask, the compositional library consists of over 1000 distinct sample compositions separated into individual patches, each labeled with a unique ID number and coordinate (inset). The elements near the edge of the wafer shows the increasing gradient direction of the library. Colored dots correspond to the physical location on the wafer in panels b, c, and e. (c) High-throughput automated EDX measurements determine the composition of each individual alloy across the sputtered wafer, which are summarized here in a Gibbs triangle. (d) Heating the sample 200 K above the liquidus temperature of the highest melting alloy in the library, and cooling at various rates, yields cooling rate dependent microstructures. (e) The as-solidified alloy library cooled from 800 °C with a rate of ~5 K/min taken by Canon DSLR camera shows color, reflectivity, and microstructure patterns. (f-1) Rapid optical imaging of the library yields detailed images of the microstructure for each composition, which reveals the composition-dependent microstructure (see also Figure 2). (f-2) XRD mapping of the individual alloys in the library identifies the phases present in each resolidified alloy. The size of each image is 500 × 500 μm.
which separates the alloys into distinct patches of specific composition. This synthesis method provides individual alloy samples that cover a broad compositional range. The composition variation within one alloy patch is less than one atomic percent. To generate microstructures that are similar to those found in typical bulk casting experiments, the alloy library is melted and resolidified at a controlled cooling rate. Subsequently, we use optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction mapping to characterize the alloys’ microstructures. This approach yields microstructure maps for alloys spanning large composition spaces. The availability of such large data sets of microstructure information enables us to examine the effects of composition on phase selection, size of phases, morphology transitions, and change of primary phases.

### EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The combinatorial strategy for high-throughput microstructural characterization over a large composition range is summarized in Figure 1. The alloy library is synthesized by confocal DC magnetron cosputtering (AJA Int. ATC 1800) using elemental sputtering targets of purity higher than 99.9% (Au-40 W, Cu-20 W, Si-142 W). The sputtering guns are arranged in a tetrahedral configuration, and the targets are 50 mm in diameter. The composition gradient across the library can be adjusted by changing the tilting angle of the sputtering gun or the sputtering power applied on each target. The base pressure in the chamber is 10⁻⁸ Pa, and the working pressure is 0.3 Pa by flowing ultrahigh purity argon gas. A 100 mm-diameter silicon wafer is used as a substrate, and the substrate-to-target distance is 18 cm. To prevent dewetting of the alloys from the substrate, a 10 nm-thick layer of tungsten is deposited on the native SiO₂ layer prior to sputtering the alloy. The tungsten layer also acts as a barrier for diffusion of silicon from the substrate into the alloy. The final thickness of the alloys is approximately 1 μm, which can be controlled by deposition time based on deposition rate measurements. The library is created by sputtering through a ~1.5 μm-thick photoresist mask which is later lifted off. The mask divides the library into separate alloy patches that are 2 mm in diameter. The mask also labels each alloy patch with a unique ID number as well as its x-y coordinates on the silicon wafer.

After deposition, the composition of all individual alloys in the library was measured by using an automated energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system (Oxford Instruments), which was attached to a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Sigma VP Field Emission SEM). The composition measurements were calibrated using a bulk sample of known composition, Au₃₅Cu₂₅Si₁₀. The relative difference between the known calibration sample composition and the measured value of Au₃₅Cu₂₅Si₁₀ was used as a constant offset to calibrate all compositions in the thin film library. Since each alloy in the library has a unique ID number, the range of composition can be easily translated into a Gibbs triangle (Figure 1b).

In order to replicate processing conditions that are similar to bulk processing, the library was heated to a temperature ~200 °C above the estimated maximum liquidus temperature of the alloys in the library. After melting, the alloy library was cooled in vacuum at a constant rate of 5 K/min, as schematically illustrated in Figure 1d. Both heating and cooling profiles were automatically recorded using a custom LabView control program.

After resolidification, a Nikon Microscope ME600 with Sony CCD camera was used to image the microstructures for all the alloys in the library. A series of selected images are shown in Figure 1f-1. A 5× magnification objective lens was used to capture a large field of view while simultaneously resolving features as small as a several micrometers. To facilitate direct comparison between different alloys, the light intensity was kept constant. A Zeta-20 3D optical profiler was used to measure 3D height profiles and reveal the microstructure features in greater detail. The phase information was characterized using automated X-ray diffraction (XRD) mapping with a Cu–Kα radiation source. A 5 mm incident slit was used and the lateral spacing between XRD measurements was 2 mm.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By using the photoresist mask to create individual patches of distinct composition, we created an example combinatorial library with ~1000 different alloys. The compositions range from 35% to 95% for Au, 5% to 45% for Cu, and 1% to 40% for Si (all in atomic percentage). As shown in Figure 1c, approximately one-third of the entire composition space in the Au–Cu–Si alloy system can be covered with one library. The measured composition difference between adjacent alloys is less than 1% in each element, providing us with a high density of composition samples over a wide composition range.

Upon resolidification, a large variety of microstructures are directly visible from the wafer, as displayed in Figure 1e. This variety is reflected in what phases are present as well as the sequence in which they form, their size, and their orientation. Phase identification by XRD mapping (Figure 1f-2) combined with the features of each different phase in the optical images (Figure 1f-1) (such as contrast and morphology) can be used to explore the evolution of microstructure with composition. This in turn provides insight into the nonequilibrium phase diagram for this composition space and these solidification conditions. The optical contrast (Figure 2) originates from differences in roughness, out of plane height, and reflectivity, as discussed below. As seen in Figure 2, regions of similar primary phase, regions of mixed or competing phases, and both gradual and abrupt transitions from one primary phase to another are clearly visible in the microstructures map. The map of microstructure variation across such a large phase space provides rich information for understanding phase behavior, identifying critical compositions, and revealing overall trends in the microstructure with composition.

Critical to understanding the solidification process and the microstructural evolution is the knowledge of the primary phase and how the primary phase changes with composition. From our library we identify the primary phase as the phase having the highest out-of-plane features on the wafer, as it solidifies first from the liquid alloy melt and draws the largest volume of material to its growing crystallites. An example of the primary phase of an alloy imaged using optical profilometry is shown in Figure 3. The morphology of primary phases and their composition analyzed by EDX can be used for phase identification of other compositions in the library from optical images (which can further be validated by XRD data as in Figure 5c). The primary phases of different compositions are distinctive. For example, as shown in Figure 4a, the Au₃₅Cu₃₅ primary phase is wide with short dendrites, while the Cu₃₅Si primary phase typically features long crystals with dense dendrites, and the Si primary phase is dark and compact with sharp edges. Figure 4b summarizes the primary phase as a function of composition in the library. We found that three
primary phases, Si, Cu₂Si, AuCu, are present in this composition range. The change in primary phase with composition along the 19% Cu line (points 1–7), from Au₇₁Cu₁₉Si₁₀ (1) to Au₄₁Cu₁₉Si₄₀ (7), is shown in Figure 4b. A transition from AuCu primary phase (points 1 and 2) to Si primary phase (points 5–7) is present along this composition line, with competition between the two primary phases in the intermediate region. Moreover, a eutectic region featuring small and dense crystals (points 3 and 4 in Figure 4b) can be observed.

In addition to helping understand the formation of primary phases, the microstructure map also enables us to reveal the composition dependence of the average crystal size of the primary phase. As shown in Figure 4a, the crystal size varies from one alloy to another. We further map the average crystal size of the primary phase onto the ternary diagram of the composition space (Figure 4c). In this map, the median of the sampled population is 40 μm and the mean is 90 μm. The quantitative plot indicates the composition dependence of the crystal size. Because the substrate and processing conditions are uniform across the library, heterogeneous nucleation sites are similar for all the alloys. Thus, one may assume that the number and size of crystals is predominantly controlled by the composition effect on nucleation and growth. When one primary phase dominates, such as the AuCu phase, its crystals are larger, often over 100 μm (red circles in the Figure 4c). However, in the transition regions, where there is competition between primary phases, such as in eutectic zones, the crystal...
size is smaller, \( \sim 20 \mu m \) (blue circles in Figure 4c). Moreover, the phase distribution appears to be very fine and uniform in these regions. According to Figure 4c, it can be seen that the change in crystal size is element dependent. For example, increasing Cu composition away from the eutectic regions has only a small effect on the crystal size. By contrast, increasing the fraction of Au significantly increases the crystal size, as seen in the red-colored region in the Au-rich corner of the phase space.

Furthermore, the crystal sizes in the composition region that most easily forms an amorphous alloy on sputtering (Figure 5a) are also small, generally below 40 \( \mu m \). Formation of metallic glasses has been speculated to be the consequence of competition of multiple crystalline phases upon solidification, also known as the “confusion rule”\(^{19}\). However, it is challenging with conventional trial-and-error methods to study the evolution of phase formation with composition even in ternary systems. With our combinatorial strategy, we are able to explore the correlation between glass formation and phase formation upon solidification. As shown in Figure 5a and b, glasses form in the composition range in which multiple crystalline phases are present. Our findings provide direct evidence supporting the “confusion rule”, and suggest a high-throughput method for identifying potential compositions for bulk metallic glass formers\(^{20}\).

The optical imaging and profilometry provide efficient means of characterizing the microstructure morphology across the entire combinatorial library, while still providing sufficient detail to identify primary phases and transition regions between dominant phases. To structurally identify phases present in an alloy, XRD is typically used. A summary of the structural spectrum of the as-sputtered and as-solidified library are summarized in Figure 5a and b, respectively. As shown in Figure 5a, the as-sputtered library is comprised of amorphous, crystalline, and partially amorphous regions. Au–Cu–Si is known to be a metallic glass forming system\(^{18,21}\). Under the high cooling rate during sputtering\(^{22}\), some alloys in the library form a glass during deposition. As shown in Figure 1a, a fully XRD amorphous phase can be obtained in the composition range of 40% to 65% for Au, 12% to 40% for Cu, and 16% to 35% for Si (all in atomic percentage). The fully amorphous region is contained by the multiphase competing region (Figure 5b). During resolidification at a cooling rate of 5 K/min, all alloys in this library crystallize (Figure 5b).
To reveal the composition-dependence of phase formation under slow cooling, we apply cluster analysis to the XRD mapping data by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient,\(^7\) which enables us to group similar structures present in the library. The cluster analysis allows rapid indexing and identification of phases by comparing the major XRD peaks of each cluster with powder diffraction file database. From the cluster analysis, we found that Au, Si, AuCu\(_y\), Au\(_x\)Cu, AuCu, and Cu\(_x\)Si are the dominant phases present in the resolidified library. The distribution of these phases across the library is summarized in Figure 5b. We then mapped how the relative volume fraction of the dominant phases varies with composition using the change in relative intensity of the Bragg peaks. The changes of relative volume fraction for the dominant phases are displayed in Figure 5d–i. These maps reveal the transition between different dominant primary and secondary phases. For example, the AuCu phase is present in most of the composition space. However, the FCC Au phase is present only for compositions exceeding 80 at. % of gold, and Cu\(_x\)-Si emerges only in the regions with more than 20 at. % Cu. By combining XRD phase information with the microstructural imaging, we obtain an even more complete picture.

For experimental convenience, the approach demonstrated in this work uses thin film samples to map microstructures. However, it is not obvious that a thin film can represent the microstructures and phase selection of bulk samples prepared with the same compositions and cooling rates. In order to investigate the similarities and differences in alloy microstructure that result from the difference between 3D (bulk) and quasi-2D (thin film) growth conditions (Figure 6), we prepared bulk samples identical in composition and cooling conditions to several of the specific thin film alloys in the library (Figure 6a and b). Even though the bulk and thin film microstructures exhibit some differences in grain size and phase distribution, overall the microstructure is very similar, with the thin film sample’s microstructure being slightly smaller. This size difference may originate from a higher density of nucleation sites in quasi-2D thin film, orientation of the resulting crystallites, and limitations in material transport. For the same reason, the phases are not as uniformly distributed in the thin film. During nonpolymorphic crystallization, the size and morphology of the resulting crystal microstructures are limited by materials transport in the liquid alloy. In a thin film, the material for growth can only be supplied laterally, so the crystallites grow preferentially along the plane of the film with maximum out-of-plane features of only a few micrometers (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the phases present in thin films and bulk samples are very similar for the same composition and cooling rate. Hence, thin film samples are able to provide useful insight into the morphology of the corresponding bulk microstructure.

### CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated a combinatorial method to fabricate and characterize large numbers of samples and their microstructures. Au–Cu–Si was used as an example system, for which the fabricated library covers about a third of the entire Au–Cu–Si ternary composition space. Such alloy libraries provide information about both microstructure and phase evolution. We integrated high-throughput scanning optical imaging, profilometry, and X-ray diffraction mapping to map phase evolution, different primary phases, amorphous regions in the as-sputtered alloys, and the crystal size distribution across the example library. Trends with alloy composition across a wide range were observed. Even though the 2D nature of the thin film library may affect crystal growth leading to differences in microstructure in orientation, size, or distribution, the phase constitution observed in bulk and thin film geometries are very similar. Hence, thin film samples can provide useful insights into the complex mechanisms of microstructure evolution and the properties of bulk alloys. The strategy to map microstructure as a function of composition will not only facilitate the
development of new materials by informing tailoring of their microstructure, but also bears importance for developing our fundamental understanding of the interplay between composition and phase formation. This in turn will help in the development of high-performance alloys by design.
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